Writing an article for English Wikinews? Check for the following before hitting the button requesting a review to maximize your opportunity of getting published right away.

- Article has an appropriate infobox.
- Article has an appropriate image with the photographer being credited using {{imagecredit|this template}}.
- Article has relevant categories including continent, country and relevant topics.
- Sources are properly formatted and are as complete as possible.
- First paragraph answers WHEN, WHO, WHAT, WHERE, HOW and WHY this is news.
- First paragraph uses relative dating (today, yesterday, last night, last week) to explain when the news event happened relative to the article submission date.
- For synthesis reporting, article has at least two sources verifying the major news points covered in the first paragraph.
- For synthesis reporting, no extra sources are used but that all facts are verifiable from the minimum two sources required.
- For original reporting, talk page has a section called journalists which provides reporter verification for all facts and relevant details related to the reporting or where to find verifying materials.
- Article is neutral. It avoids non-neutral ways of describing sports, politics, business or other topics.
- Nothing is plagiarized in writing the article. There are no copyright violations.